
THERMAL ENERGY NETWORKS
A NEIGHBORHOOD-SCALE SOLUTION FOR

HEATING AND COOLING

Thermal energy networks (TENs) provide an
opportunity to reimagine how we heat and cool
our homes, free from fossil fuels.

Thermal energy networks are an elegant solution to
a complex problem faced by communities across
the country: how to eliminate the use of fossil fuels
in our buildings, at scale. With TENs, the existing
gas pipe system that currently heats buildings is
replaced by an underground water loop system to
provide highly efficient heating and cooling to
connected buildings.

Illustration of a networked geothermal system along a
street. Water circulates through boreholes and a shared
loop of pipe to deliver temperature to ground source heat
pumps in connected buildings.

To build to scale, thermal energy networks can be
designed in many configurations and be connected
to each other over time. Networked geothermal,
for example, is a type of TEN that uses shallow
boreholes (100 to 750 ft) to access the earth’s

ambient temperature (∼55° F) to heat and cool
buildings that are connected to the network. TENs
do not always need boreholes; other sources of
thermal energy—such as bodies of water,
wastewater systems, or even energy intensive
buildings (e.g. a datacenter, skating rink, grocery
store)—can also be used.

Efforts underway
Several states are pursuing novel approaches to
using this technology at neighborhood-scale.
Massachusetts, New York, Minnesota, Colorado,
and Washington have passed innovative legislation
either allowing or mandating that their largest gas
utilities file plans to pilot TENs.

● The New York and Colorado bills include
labor provisions, and New York specifically
mandates training and including workers
that are displaced by the gas transition.

● In New York, utilities filed 13 TEN pilot
projects with their regulatory commission.

● In spring 2023, Eversource Gas in
Massachusetts broke ground on the first
gas utility-installed networked geothermal
system in the nation. The system will
provide heating and cooling to 140
customers, which include both homes and
businesses. Video description of
Eversource demonstration project.

Colleges and universities have been installing
TENs for years to successfully decrease emissions,
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https://www.eversource.com/content/residential/save-money-energy/clean-energy-options/geothermal-energy/geothermal-pilot-framingham
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu3I0LfgMiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu3I0LfgMiM


save on energy costs, and reduce water use.
Examples of different systems include Colorado
Mesa University, Weber State University, Stanford
University, Carleton College, Princeton University,
SUNY at Albany.

Communities and developers are seeing the value
of installing these networks. Whisper Valley in
Texas, Springwater Mattamy Homes in Ontario, and
communities in New York have proposed more
than 35 networks. In 2023, the Department of
Energy awarded $13 million in federal grants to 11
communities across 10 states to explore thermal
energy systems.

Benefits

● Safety: No gas in the pipes, just water.
● Emissions: No onsite emissions. The only

emissions for a system come from the fuel
used to generate the electricity used by the
heat pumps in the buildings.

● Indoor air quality: Replacing all gas
appliances with electric ones will eliminate
combustion indoors. The indoor air pollution
caused by combustion exacerbates many
health problems, such as asthma and heart
disease.

● Cooling: Thermal energy networks provide
both efficient heating and cooling. As the
climate heats up and heat waves become
more common, access to reliable indoor
cooling will become critical. Heat waves are
already more deadly than any other severe
weather event.

● Lower energy bills: Current predictions
estimate that the customer TENs bills will
be lower because they will no longer
include a fuel cost (gas/propane) as a part
of the bill.

● Pathway for utility workers: Fossil fuel
workers can use the skills they already have
to install the networks.

● Efficiency and reduced demand on the
electric grid: Thermal energy networks are
the most efficient system known for
delivering heating and cooling and they
provide energy 24/7 regardless of outdoor
conditions, thereby flattening the demand
for electricity on the hottest and coldest
days when there is peak demand.

● Thermal storage: Networked geothermal
boreholes can store thermal energy in the
bedrock to be used months later, reducing
the variability that often plagues renewable
electricity generation. This energy storage
increases the overall efficiency of the system
further by allowing the excess heat in the
summer to be stored until it’s needed in the
winter.

● Local energy independence and reduced
price volatility: TENs customers will be
protected from volatile energy price spikes
since the energy is always available and
sourced locally. Networked geothermal
combined with local electric generation can
achieve 100% energy independence for
entire communities.

● Reliability: Natural gas must travel
hundreds or thousands of miles from
wellhead to end user, making it vulnerable
to single point failures. The thermal energy
for TENs is local and systems are designed
with backup power.

● Reduced water use: Because connected
commercial buildings can be cooled by the
networked geothermal system, rather than
by chillers (which cool through
evaporation), the system can save
significant amounts of water. For example,
the Colorado Mesa University thermal
energy network cut its water use by 60%
per square foot of conditioned space.
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https://www.coloradomesa.edu/facilities/sustainability/geo-systems.html
https://www.coloradomesa.edu/facilities/sustainability/geo-systems.html
https://www.weber.edu/WSUToday/052716_DeepWell.html
https://www.skidmore.edu/sustainability/renewable-energy/geothermal.php
https://sesi.stanford.edu/energy-systems/water-distribution
https://sesi.stanford.edu/energy-systems/water-distribution
https://energi.media/news/colleges-see-untapped-potential-in-geothermal-district-energy-systems/
https://facilities.princeton.edu/news/what-geo-exchange
https://www.albany.edu/sustainability/sustainability-initiatives#energy
https://www.whispervalleyaustin.com/
https://mattamyhomes.com/about/innovation-and-sustainability
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Community-Heat-Pump-Systems/Winners
https://www.energy.gov/articles/doe-announces-13-million-support-community-geothermal-heating-and-cooling-solutions
https://www.energy.gov/articles/doe-announces-13-million-support-community-geothermal-heating-and-cooling-solutions
http://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/gas_appliance_equity_factsheet.pdf
http://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/gas_appliance_equity_factsheet.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2760246/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5963518/#:~:text=A%20meta%2Danalysis%20of%20cardiovascular,NO2%20concentrations%20%5B8%5D.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5963518/#:~:text=A%20meta%2Danalysis%20of%20cardiovascular,NO2%20concentrations%20%5B8%5D.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-extreme-heat-is-so-deadly/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5936d98f6a4963bcd1ed94d3/t/5fff6f26240e712d080225f5/1610575655937/Inflection+Point_White+Paper_AEC_13Jan2021.pdf
https://www.upgradeny.org/
https://heet.org/2022/11/23/introducing-the-falcon-curve/
https://heet.org/2022/11/23/introducing-the-falcon-curve/

